COMBICUT 250 / 1000
TILE STONE AND PORCELAIN SAWS
NOISE LEVEL

COMBICUT 250/1000 VA | Model # 1188174 | 110V/60Hz, 1.75 HP
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SAWS DESIGNED FOR LARGER TILE AND STONE
Precision cast aluminum, high-tech engineering, and manufacturing.
IMER has created a saw which delivers superior accuracy, is
lightweight, durable, and extremely reliable. Perfect for those jobs
which are smaller in nature yet require cuts up to 40” in length.

Precision
water valve

Complete
with high flow
water pump

Equipped with a laser
guide, make cuts
quickly and accurately

To support large
format tiles slide the
side table into place

Long handle for
easy reach and
smooth pull through

10” Continuous rim
porcelain blade
included

High impact
poly water pan

Included protractor
up to 180º

Integrated stand
with wheel kit flips
up and out of the
way for transport

Combi
250/1000

40”
Cutting
Length

PLUNGE CUTS

Plunge cuts are smooth and precise as
the cast aluminum cutting head pivots
on a sealed bushing. “L” cuts for door
jams are now quick n’ simple.

ACCURATE 45° CUTS

When 45 degree cuts are needed, just
tilt the travel beam. The overhead beam
design provides a smooth accurate cut.
Simple and accurate.

HIGH TORQUE, LOW RPM

The 110V motor on the Combi 250VA was
designed specifically for this saw. High
torque ata low rpm delivers fast,
chip-free cutting performance.

SIDE TABLE INCLUDED
The side table supports
large format tiles.

Our heavy-duty motors are designed
to perfom all day providing consistent
power on each start and cut.

INNOVATION

The cast aluminum protractor is the only
truly accurate rip guide in the industry.
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COMBICUT 250 / 1500
TILE STONE AND PORCELAIN SAWS
NOISE LEVEL
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COMBICUT 250/1500 VA | Model # 1188180 | 110V/60Hz, 1.75 HP

SAWS DESIGNED FOR LARGER TILE AND STONE
Precision cast aluminum, high-tech engineering, and manufacturing.
IMER has created a saw which delivers superior accuracy, is
lightweight, durable, and extremely reliable. Perfect for those jobs
which are smaller in nature yet require cuts up to 60” in length.

Precision
water valve

Complete
with high flow
water pump

Equipped with a laser
guide, make cuts
quickly and accurately

To support large
format tiles slide the
side table into place

Long handle for
easy reach and
smooth pull through

10” Continuous rim
porcelain blade
included

Included protractor
up to 180º

High impact
poly water pan

Combi
250/1500

Integrated stand
with wheel kit flips
up and out of the
way for transport

60”
Cutting
Length

Technical specifications
250/1000 VA
Blade diameter
10 in
Blade shaft diameter
5/8 in
Max. cutting length (w/plunge cut)
37 (40) in
Max. cutting depth
3-¾ in
Motor rating
1.75 hp 110v, 15 amp
Blade speed
2800 rpm
Weight (boxed, includes stand)
82 (98) lbs
Water pan capacity
12 gal.
Water pump flow
3 gpm
Length* (boxed)
55 (58) in
Height* (boxed)
24 (26) in
Width* (boxed)
25 (27) in
Replacement Blade - Continuous Rim
#1193922
Replacement Blade - Abrasive Masonry
#1193932
Replacement Blade - Concrete Turbo
#1193942
Replacement Blade - Stone
n/a

250/1500 VA
10 in
5/8 in
57 (60) in
3-¾ in
1.75 hp 110v, 15 amp
2800 rpm
125 (150) lbs
13 gal.
3 gpm
76 (77) in
24 (26) in
25 (27) in
#1193922
#1193932
#1193942
n/a

TILE CLAMP FOR ACCURACY

The tile clamping system is an accessory
that attaches to all Combicut Series
saws. Clamp down tiles and use the
overhead laser to guarantee a smooth,
thorough, and accurate cut.
Item # 1188157

(*) Operating Dimensions (boxed)
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